
Sponsorship, youth, contests, benefits: IFAJ members learn from each other 
in Ticino 
 
During the IFAJ Professional Development meeting in Ticino, Switzerland in early May, 
members took the opportunity to discuss various elements of being part of a national farm writer 
guild - the challenges and success from their personal point of view - and looked at ways they 
could learn from each other.  
 
In preparation for the meeting, IFAJ vice-president Owen Roberts and Allison Finnamore, chair 
of the IFAJ professional development committee, selected areas where guilds are involved 
directly with their members.  
 
In Ticino, attendees rotated in five groups of four to six people, with discussions lasting about 20 
minutes before moving on to a new discussion and new topic. The discussions were led by Steve 
Werblow (USA), Tatiana Kren Hlebic (Slovenia), Hugh Maynard (Canada), Riitta Mustonen 
(Finland), Lena Johansson (Sweden), who compiled notes from their session and therefore, 
created this document. 
 
Some in attendance were the IFAJ executive representatives for their countries. None of the 
discussion was considered an official position by national guilds - the discussion was simply 
insight into personal perspectives on what is happening in IFAJ member countries. 
 
Twenty-two IFAJ countries, plus Iran, were represented in Ticino, constituting representation 
from the majority of IFAJ countries (Albania, Argentina, Austria, Belgium, Canada, Denmark, 
Finland, Germany, Ireland, Italy, Japan, Netherlands, Northern Ireland, Norway, Poland, Serbia, 
Slovenia, South Africa, Sweden, Switzerland, Ukraine and the United States). 
 
Here are the highlights from the discussions: 
 
1. Sponsorship 
Most guilds have small budgets, no paid staff or contractors, so sponsorships are usually not 
needed for day-to-day operations.  However, sponsors are very important in making it possible to 
conduct meetings, tours and contests. 
 
Several key themes emerged in the discussions about dealing with sponsors, including: 
 

Budgeting:  “Think small,” said one colleague.  Lower costs reduce dependence upon 
sponsorships. 
 
Events at Sponsor Locations: Consider in-kind donations from sponsors - instead of 
cash, have them contribute experts for a briefing or host a tour. That lowers costs, 
honours the sponsor and provides journalists with useful information – and can be easier 
to “sell” to a sponsor because they enjoy the high profile. 
 
Contests or Programs: Sponsors like to be linked to specific programs or contests. 
  



Advertising/PR: Sponsor donations may be recognized with banner ads on guild 
websites, or as one guild reported, the opportunity to reach journalists three times per 
year through email blasts from the guild. 
 
Membership Classes:  Several guilds have a special membership category for sponsors, 
which costs 5 to 20 times as much as an individual membership. 
 
There are also significant challenges in working with sponsors, including: 
 
Ads vs. Sponsorship:  Not all sponsors recognize that contributing to the success of a 
journalists’ guild is not the same as running an advertisement in a magazine.  Some may 
expect more promotional time than journalists are comfortable with, or the guarantee of 
coverage even though journalists don’t promise that. 
 
Communicating to Guild or Directly to Journalists?  Several participants shared 
stories of sponsors who wanted to approach specific journalists for press opportunities, 
bypassing the rest of the guild.  That’s not a sponsorship. 

 
Most discussions ended up at the same point: the importance of clear expectations.  Sponsors 
must have a clear idea of what they are getting for their sponsorship—recognition, microphone 
time, logos on signs, banner ads, emails, whatever is agreed upon—and guilds must be prepared 
to deliver without compromising their members’ integrity.  
 
2. Youth Members 
 

Definition: Generally defined in Ticino 35 and younger, however, some guilds consider 
those up to age 40 to still be in the category of youth. Large guilds estimated youth 
membership to be around 25 to 30 per cent of overall guild membership. 
 
Why aren't there more young members? The overall decline in new agricultural 
journalists joining the guilds is due to agriculture being viewed as an undesirable 
profession, even though journalism remains a desirable career.  
 
Recruitment: Face-to-face meetings remain the most common way to recruit new 
members into guilds, with social media supporting the networking. Some guilds hold 
special youth-targeted events to attract new members, or co-ordinate education 
opportunities like on-line introduction to agriculture programs.  
 
Benefits for youth: Youth want the opportunity to be involved in their guilds - give them 
tasks, responsibilities and introduce them to other members. As well, youth members 
need proof and demonstration of the advantages to being a guild member, not just 
information about the advantages. Don't just explain the benefits of membership - show 
them.  
 

3. Guild Operations 



Staff: Only a few guilds have full-time staff, most have a part-time (1 day a week) 
administrator. Most guilds are comfortable with the level of staffing (minimal) or 
volunteers. 
 
Concerns: Engaging members; consistently guilds are being lead and managed by a core 
group of dedicated individuals with little active participation of members. 
 
Constraints: Travel time and costs impact member involvement, the ability to effectively 
communicate (which is a bit of an irony given that we are all ‘communicators’ of 
different types),  and the ability to offer better pay and recognition to those who do work 
or volunteer for the guilds. 
 
Solutions?: There was some discussion about the dilemma of charging higher 
membership fees (to support staff and services) but then having fewer members. It was 
agreed that there was no formula to suit all guilds but each guild must analyse the 
options/alternatives and do what seems to work best for them.  
 



 

Albania 
20-30 members, members that care, leaders receive an honorarium 
Young journalists on ag. tours, mostly ag. newspapers, need to promote plans better 
 
Argentina 
350 members, full time administrator for $500/month 
Too many members who pay too little; main revenues from members and sponsors 
 
Austria 
Paid secretary, 10 hours per month 
Same issues as Switzerland 
 
Belgium 
Volunteer secretary who will retire one day and then what will they do? 
Have to deal with 2 languages and only email communications 
But they have money (i.e. they offer 300 euros for a photo prize and get few takers) 
 
Canada 
350 members, 6 regional associations 
Honorarium for secretariat, awards program, PD webinars and annual conference 
Employers encouraged to support employees, once involved receive the benefits 
Young recipient of program support encourage to give back 
 
Denmark 
All volunteers, 200 members 
Need a few funds to organize better, time is the issue 
What is the purpose of the guild? Participated in project to help Zambia 
 
Finland 
250 members, no employees 
President and Secretary receive stipend for meetings 
Need to switch costs around to free up funds for staff 
 
Norway 
All volunteers, more PR people than journalists 
 
Germany & US 
Full-time employee 
Both made up of a lot of freelancers who want PD but don’t have money to pay for it, and question if it’s 
worth attending events such as the IFAJ congress 
Iran 
All volunteers, 200 members 
Need funds to organize as there are 800 potential members 
A conference to gather everybody to share knowledge, need a purpose to attract members 
 
Ireland 
No paid employees, secretary is paid by organization that hosts guild office 
Need to make space for young people, what motivates members to attend? 
 
Italy 
Administrator for day to day work, don’t need full-time staff 
Travel costs an issue, communications need to be improved 
Online database for follow up, network meeting 
 
Japan 
Agriculture is a small sector but guild has a part-time staff 3 days a week, $10/hour 
Need more motivated leaders, too many single volunteers, need young journalists 
Contests each year and steady attendance at seminars 



 
 

 
 
4. Guild Contests 

Not all guilds hold contests: Sweden, Italy, Norway, Switzerland, Ukraine and Poland 
do not. To enter the IFAJ writing and broadcast contests, where only one entry per 
country is permitted, the guild executive selects the entries, or the country doesn't 
participate. 
 
Contests vary greatly: Most focus on writing and photography. Very few guilds have 
radio broadcast awards. Prizes range from significant monetary awards (3000 euro in 
Belgium's contest, held every three years) to expense coverage to attend the IFAJ 
congress. Some countries also include contests for non-journalist members, such as prizes 
for the best spokesperson or news release. 
 
Challenges: Translation to enter IFAJ contests. Other countries seek more information 
about IFAJ contests (for example, some didn't know the IFAJ Photography Contest is 
open to individual members). Entrants seek feedback from the judges, welcomed after the 
contests have closed. An overall lack of young members was seen as a reason why more 
names aren't put forward for the IFAJ-Alltech Young Leaders Award. 
 

 
 
 

 
Netherlands 
260 members, all volunteer, no honorariums 
Need to engage members 
 
Poland 
Need some time to develop guild, not much of an organization 
Potential members see each other as competitors, need better understanding of platform 
 
South Africa 
Volunteer organization 
Pay expenses and retainer to PR firm for services 
Lots of members (70) but few are active, need to inspire them 
 
Sweden 
All volunteers, need members to be engaged more 
Cover travel costs, do more online 
 
Switzerland 
Secretary is employee of LID which is compensated for each hour or work by employee for guild 
Main needs are to address needs of young people and agricultural studies, need networking 
 
Ukraine 
Not a large membership, no secretary, only 10 euro fee 
Small but quality guild, journalism suffers from political situation and low pay for journalists so they 
cannot travel; need to subsidize travel costs 



5. Member Benefits 
Offerings: Benefits vary greatly among IFAJ member guilds. The common theme that 
surfaced in Ticino was the networking and contacts gained through IFAJ and our home 
guilds. 
 
Other Benefits: Contests, newsletters/magazines, social media presence are also offered 
to members. Tours, including a study tour to other countries, are often held for further 
education, as well as webinars. Some guilds hold dinner parties for members. 
 
Credentials and Travel: Press cards and grants are available to members in some 
countries. Some offer to pay a portion of the members' trip to the IFAJ congress, while 
others offer stipends. Membership to a national farm writer guilds also, in some cases, 
provide countries with travel visas. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


